
Our journalist had the chance to

interview miss Harper just for our

dear reader to know more about

this amazing and also creepy

young girl. With this interview you

will get into her skin, learn more

about her routine and how she is

dealing life with her illness. Be

ready to be shocked and

emotional...

Ella is a young sweet girl  who’s born with a
unformal body, it’s a malformation that is
actually really visible, her knees are on the

wrong side just like camels, that’s why
people in her town kept alling her “the
camelgirl”, wich is not a really plaisant

name for a young girl full of beliefs. Like
every other girls of her age, Ella is  

dreaming of making her family proud by
guetting married and having chlidrens, but
sadly at our time the littlest thing that make
you different from what the society expects
you to be you’ll automatically rejected from

evrybody.
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Sadly even kids are mocking
eachothersp it’s complicated for Elle to
be around the other kids, that is why

Ella is home-schooled, she’s linving in a
little farm outside of town with her

family, but the school may is going just
in front of the farm, so everysingle day
Ella as to watch every other kids being

happy and “normal”. She is in fact
reallly mature for her age, she is

conscious that she’s different from the
other person around her, that everyone
think that she’s a “freak”, but the truth

behind that it’s that she’s jsut a girl,
dreaming og having a real life, friends,

lovers, childrens. There are for fact
people who are mean and despicable
who are physically normal, and other
who are just a bit diferent but with the
biggestv heart in the whole wild world

and they are yet the one we called
monsters... 
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